
                       Basic Vehicle Requirments 
- Must meet all regulations listed in Subchapter E of vehicle code

                                 ***A link to PA code book is on enhanced inspection page

   All emissions items that were originally installed must be installed and 
fully functioning. This includes, but is not limited to, the “Check Engine” light which  cannot be “on” in a 
vehicle newer then 1995

   Air bag restraint system needs to be operating normal if equipped
(The light in dash cannot stay on; it must come on during the bulb check function and then go off indicating the 
system is functioning normal)

    Anti-lock brakes must be operating normal if equipped
(The light in dash cannot stay on; it must come on during the bulb check function and then go off indicating the 
system is functioning normal)

   Tire Pressure monitoring system must be operating normal if equipped
(The light in dash cannot stay on; it must come on during the bulb check function and then go off indicating the 
system is functioning normal)

Window tint cannot have less than 70% light transmission
** See link on Enhanced page for the sun screening chart

   Headlights must be aimed properly and they will be checked for 
brightness
Minimum specifications are 7,500 candle power on low beam and 10,000 candle power on high beam  (there is 
a good chance if the headlights have plastic lens that are cloudy, they will fail)

   Commonly missed items
o  Check engine/anti-lock brake/air bag light on in dash (basicly all warning lights in dash must be off)
o  Head lights that are not aimed properly and headlight adjusters broken
o  Headlights that are too dim
o  Stickers on windows (no stickers, except for inspection stickers can be on the windshield and on all other 
glass, stickers cannot be above 3-1/2” of the lowest exposed portion of the glass)
o  Glass tint that is too dark
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